{"id":3847,"date":"2020-08-18T07:29:17","date_gmt":"2020-08-18T07:29:17","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?p=3847"},"modified":"2020-08-18T07:49:37","modified_gmt":"2020-08-18T07:49:37","slug":"august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html","title":{"rendered":"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189]"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"5\"><u>2020\/August Latest Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new Associate-Cloud-Engineer Real Exam Questions!<\/u><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 174<br \/>Your Dataproc cluster runs in a single Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) network in a single subnet with range 172.16.20.128\/25. There are no private IP addresses available in the VPC network. You want to add new VMs to communicate with your cluster using the minimum number of steps. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Modify the existing subnet range to 172.16.20.0\/24.<br \/>B.    Create a new Secondary IP Range in the VPC and configure the VMs to use that range.<br \/>C.    Create a new VPC network for the VMs. <br \/>Enable VPC Peering between the VMs&#8217; VPC network and the Dataproc cluster VPC network.<br \/>D.    Create a new VPC network for the VMs with a subnet of 172.32.0.0\/16. <br \/>Enable VPC network Peering between the Dataproc VPC network and the VMs VPC network. <br \/>Configure a custom Route exchange.<\/p>\n<p><!--more--><\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>A subnet has a single primary IP address range and, optionally, one or more secondary IP address ranges. For each subnet IP address range, Google Cloud creates a subnet route. When you use VPC Network Peering, Google Cloud always exchanges the subnet routes that don&#8217;t use privately reused public IP addresses between the two peered networks. If firewall rules in each network permit communication, VM instances in one network can communicate with instances in the peered network.<br \/>Reference: <a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/vpc\/docs\/vpc-peering\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/vpc\/docs\/vpc-peering<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 175<br \/>You manage an App Engine Service that aggregates and visualizes data from BigQuery. The application is deployed with the default App Engine Service account. The data that needs to be visualized resides in a different project managed by another team. You do not have access to this project, but you want your application to be able to read data from the BigQuery dataset. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Ask the other team to grant your default App Engine Service account the role of BigQuery Job User.<br \/>B.    Ask the other team to grant your default App Engine Service account the role of BigQuery Data Viewer.<br \/>C.    In Cloud IAM of your project, ensure that the default App Engine service account has the role of BigQuery Data Viewer.<br \/>D.    In Cloud IAM of your project, grant a newly created service account from the other team the role of BigQuery Job User in your project.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The Owner, Editor, and Viewer primitive roles include the BigQuery Admin (roles\/bigquery.dataOwner), BigQuery Data Editor (roles\/bigquery.dataEditor), and BigQuery Data Viewer (roles\/bigquery.dataViewer) roles, respectively. This means the Owner, Editor, and Viewer primitive roles have BigQuery access as defined for the respective BigQuery roles.<br \/>Reference: <a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/bigquery\/docs\/access-control\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/bigquery\/docs\/access-control<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 176<br \/>You need to create a copy of a custom Compute Engine virtual machine (VM) to facilitate an expected increase in application traffic due to a business acquisition. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Create a Compute Engine snapshot of your base VM. <br \/>Create your images from that snapshot.<br \/>B.    Create a Compute Engine snapshot of your base VM. <br \/>Create your instances from that snapshot.<br \/>C.    Create a custom Compute Engine image from a snapshot. <br \/>Create your images from that image.<br \/>D.    Create a custom Compute Engine image from a snapshot. <br \/>Create your instances from that image.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: D<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>A custom image belongs only to your project. To create an instance with a custom image, you must first have a custom image.<br \/>Reference: <a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/compute\/docs\/instances\/create-start-instance\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/compute\/docs\/instances\/create-start-instance<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 177<br \/>You have deployed an application on a single Compute Engine instance. The application writes logs to disk. Users start reporting errors with the application. You want to diagnose the problem. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Navigate to Cloud Logging and view the application logs.<br \/>B.    Connect to the instance&#8217;s serial console and read the application logs.<br \/>C.    Configure a Health Check on the instance and set a Low Healthy Threshold value.<br \/>D.    Install and configure the Cloud Logging Agent and view the logs from Cloud Logging.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/error-reporting\/docs\/setup\/compute-engine\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/error-reporting\/docs\/setup\/compute-engine<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 178<br \/>An application generates daily reports in a Compute Engine virtual machine (VM). The VM is in the project corp-iot-insights. Your team operates only in the project corp-aggregate-reports and needs a copy of the daily exports in the bucket corp-aggregate-reports-storage. You want to configure access so that the daily reports from the VM are available in the bucket corp-aggregate-reports-storage and use as few steps as possible while following Google-recommended practices. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Move both projects under the same folder.<br \/>B.    Grant the VM Service Account the role Storage Object Creator on corp-aggregate-reports-storage.<br \/>C.    Create a Shared VPC network between both projects. <br \/>Grant the VM Service Account the role Storage Object Creator on corp-iot-insights.<br \/>D.    Make corp-aggregate-reports-storage public and create a folder with a pseudo-randomized suffix name. <br \/>Share the folder with the IoT team.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/billing\/docs\/onboarding-checklist\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/billing\/docs\/onboarding-checklist<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 179<br \/>You built an application on your development laptop that uses Google Cloud services. Your application uses Application Default Credentials for authentication and works fine on your development laptop. You want to migrate this application to a Compute Engine virtual machine (VM) and set up authentication using Google-recommended practices and minimal changes. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Assign appropriate access for Google services to the service account used by the Compute Engine VM.<br \/>B.    Create a service account with appropriate access for Google services, and configure the application to use this account.<br \/>C.    Store credentials for service accounts with appropriate access for Google services in a config file, and deploy this config file with your application.<br \/>D.    Store credentials for your user account with appropriate access for Google services in a config file, and deploy this config file with your application.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation: <a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/compute\/docs\/access\/create-enable-service-accounts-for-instances\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/compute\/docs\/access\/create-enable-service-accounts-for-instances<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 180<br \/>You need to create a Compute Engine instance in a new project that doesn&#8217;t exist yet. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Using the Cloud SDK, create a new project, enable the Compute Engine API in that project, and then create the instance specifying your new project.<br \/>B.    Enable the Compute Engine API in the Cloud Console, use the Cloud SDK to create the instance, and then use the -pproject flag to specify a new project.<br \/>C.    Using the Cloud SDK, create the new instance, and use the -pproject flag to specify the new project.<br \/>Answer yes when prompted by Cloud SDK to enable the Compute Engine API.<br \/>D.    Enable the Compute Engine API in the Cloud Console. Go to the Compute Engine section of the Console to create a new instance, and look for the Create In A New Project option in the creation form.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 181<br \/>Your company runs one batch process in an on-premises server that takes around 30 hours to complete. The task runs monthly, can be performed offline, and must be restarted if interrupted. You want to migrate this workload to the cloud while minimizing cost. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Migrate the workload to a Compute Engine Preemptible VM.<br \/>B.    Migrate the workload to a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster with Preemptible nodes.<br \/>C.    Migrate the workload to a Compute Engine VM. <br \/>Start and stop the instance as needed.<br \/>D.    Create an Instance Template with Preemptible VMs On. <br \/>Create a Managed Instance Group from the template and adjust Target CPU Utilization. <br \/>Migrate the workload.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/kubernetes-engine\/docs\/tutorials\/migrating-node-pool\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/kubernetes-engine\/docs\/tutorials\/migrating-node-pool<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 182<br \/>You are developing a new application and are looking for a Jenkins installation to build and deploy your source code. You want to automate the installation as quickly and easily as possible. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Deploy Jenkins through the Google Cloud Marketplace.<br \/>B.    Create a new Compute Engine instance. <br \/>Run the Jenkins executable.<br \/>C.    Create a new Kubernetes Engine cluster. <br \/>Create a deployment for the Jenkins image.<br \/>D.    Create an instance template with the Jenkins executable.<br \/>Create a managed instance group with this template.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<br \/>Explanation:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/solutions\/jenkins-on-kubernetes-engine\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/solutions\/jenkins-on-kubernetes-engine<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 183<br \/>You have downloaded and installed the gcloud command line interface (CLI) and have authenticated with your Google Account. Most of your Compute Engine instances in your project run in the europe-west1-d zone. You want to avoid having to specify this zone with each CLI command when managing these instances. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Set the europe-west1-d zone as the default zone using the gcloud config subcommand.<br \/>B.    In the Settings page for Compute Engine under Default location, set the zone to europe-west1-d.<br \/>C.    In the CLI installation directory, create a file called default.conf containing zone=europe-west1-d.<br \/>D.    Create a Metadata entry on the Compute Engine page with key compute\/zone and value europe-west1-d<\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<br \/>Explanation:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/compute\/docs\/gcloud-compute\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/compute\/docs\/gcloud-compute<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 184<br \/>The core business of your company is to rent out construction equipment at a large scale. All the equipment that is being rented out has been equipped with multiple sensors that send event information every few seconds. These signals can vary from engine status, distance traveled, fuel level, and more. Customers are billed based on the consumption monitored by these sensors. You expect high throughput ?up to thousands of events per hour per device ?and need to retrieve consistent data based on the time of the event. Storing and retrieving individual signals should be atomic. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Create a file in Cloud Storage per device and append new data to that file.<br \/>B.    Create a file in Cloud Filestore per device and append new data to that file.<br \/>C.    Ingest the data into Datastore. Store data in an entity group based on the device.<br \/>D.    Ingest the data into Cloud Bigtable. Create a row key based on the event timestamp.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 185<br \/>You are asked to set up application performance monitoring on Google Cloud projects A, B, and C as a single pane of glass. You want to monitor CPU, memory, and disk. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Enable API and then share charts from project A, B, and C.<br \/>B.    Enable API and then give the metrics.reader role to projects A, B, and C.<br \/>C.    Enable API and then use default dashboards to view all projects in sequence.<br \/>D.    Enable API, create a workspace under project A, and then add project B and C.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 186<br \/>You created several resources in multiple Google Cloud projects. All projects are linked to different billing accounts. To better estimate future charges, you want to have a single visual representation of all costs incurred. You want to include new cost data as soon as possible. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Configure Billing Data Export to BigQuery and visualize the data in Data Studio.<br \/>B.    Visit the Cost Table page to get a CSV export and visualize it using Data Studio.<br \/>C.    Fill all resources in the Pricing Calculator to get an estimate of the monthly cost.<br \/>D.    Use the Reports view in the Cloud Billing Console to view the desired cost information.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/billing\/docs\/how-to\/visualize-data\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/billing\/docs\/how-to\/visualize-data<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 187<br \/>Your company has workloads running on Compute Engine and on-premises. The Google Cloud Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is connected to your WAN over a Virtual Private Network (VPN). You need to deploy a new Compute Engine instance and ensure that no public Internet traffic can be routed to it. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Create the instance without a public IP address.<br \/>B.    Create the instance with Private Google Access enabled.<br \/>C.    Create a deny-all egress firewall rule on the VPC network.<br \/>D.    Create a route on the VPC to route all traffic to the instance over the VPN tunnel.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Get private access to Google services, such as storage, big data, analytics, or machine learning, without having to give your service a public IP address.<br \/>Reference: <a href=\"https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/vpc\">https:\/\/cloud.google.com\/vpc<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 188<br \/>Your team maintains the infrastructure for your organization. The current infrastructure requires changes. You need to share your proposed changes with the rest of the team. You want to follow Google&#8217;s recommended best practices. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Use Deployment Manager templates to describe the proposed changes and store them in a Cloud Storage bucket.<br \/>B.    Use Deployment Manager templates to describe the proposed changes and store them in Cloud Source Repositories.<br \/>C.    Apply the change in a development environment, run gcloud compute instances list, and then save the output in a shared Storage bucket.<br \/>D.    Apply the change in a development environment, run gcloud compute instances list, and then save the output in Cloud Source Repositories.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 189<br \/>You have a Compute Engine instance hosting an application used between 9 AM and 6 PM on weekdays. You want to back up this instance daily for disaster recovery purposes. You want to keep the backups for 30 days. You want the Google-recommended solution with the least management overhead and the least number of services. What should you do?<\/p>\n<p>A.    1. Update your instances\u2019 metadata to add the following value: snapshot\u2013schedule: 0 1 * * *<br \/>2. Update your instances\u2019 metadata to add the following value: snapshot\u2013retention: 30<br \/>B.    1. In the Cloud Console, go to the Compute Engine Disks page and select your instance&#8217;s disk.<br \/>2. In the Snapshot Schedule section, select Create Schedule and configure the following parameters:<br \/>&#8211; Schedule frequency: Daily<br \/>&#8211; Start time: 1:00 AM ?2:00 AM<br \/>&#8211; Autodelete snapshots after 30 days<br \/>C.    1. Create a Cloud Function that creates a snapshot of your instance&#8217;s disk.<br \/>2. Create a Cloud Function that deletes snapshots that are older than 30 days.<br \/>3. Use Cloud Scheduler to trigger both Cloud Functions daily at 1:00 AM.<br \/>D.    1. Create a bash script in the instance that copies the content of the disk to Cloud Storage.<br \/>2. Create a bash script in the instance that deletes data older than 30 days in the backup Cloud Storage bucket.<br \/>3. Configure the instance&#8217;s crontab to execute these scripts daily at 1:00 AM.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<\/p>\n<hr>\n<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"6\"><u>Resources From:<\/u><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">1.2020 Latest Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam Dumps (PDF &amp; VCE) Free Share:<br \/><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/associate-cloud-engineer.html\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/associate-cloud-engineer.html<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">2.2020 Latest Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer PDF and VCE Dumps Free Share:<br \/><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1Z0bKeusnOFNlsc3XP3vHM_m_DrdKaFmA?usp=sharing\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1Z0bKeusnOFNlsc3XP3vHM_m_DrdKaFmA?usp=sharing<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">3.2020 Free Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer PDF Download:<br \/><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/Associate-Cloud-Engineer-PDF-Dumps(185-204).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/Associate-Cloud-Engineer-PDF-Dumps(185-204).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/Associate-Cloud-Engineer-VCE-Dumps(174-184).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/Associate-Cloud-Engineer-VCE-Dumps(174-184).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">Free Resources from Braindump2go,We Devoted to Helping You 100% Pass All Exams!<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>2020\/August Latest Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new Associate-Cloud-Engineer Real Exam<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"closed","ping_status":"open","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":{"footnotes":""},"categories":[3801,3802,3803,3804,3793],"tags":[3799,3800,3795,3798,3796,3797,3794],"yoast_head":"<!-- This site is optimized with the Yoast SEO plugin v22.4 - https:\/\/yoast.com\/wordpress\/plugins\/seo\/ -->\n<title>[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps<\/title>\n<meta name=\"robots\" content=\"index, follow, max-snippet:-1, max-image-preview:large, max-video-preview:-1\" \/>\n<link rel=\"canonical\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:locale\" content=\"en_US\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:type\" content=\"article\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:title\" content=\"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:description\" content=\"2020\/August Latest Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new Associate-Cloud-Engineer Real Exam\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:url\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:site_name\" content=\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:published_time\" content=\"2020-08-18T07:29:17+00:00\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:modified_time\" content=\"2020-08-18T07:49:37+00:00\" \/>\n<meta name=\"author\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:card\" content=\"summary_large_image\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:label1\" content=\"Written by\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data1\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:label2\" content=\"Est. reading time\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data2\" content=\"12 minutes\" \/>\n<script type=\"application\/ld+json\" class=\"yoast-schema-graph\">{\"@context\":\"https:\/\/schema.org\",\"@graph\":[{\"@type\":\"WebPage\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html\",\"name\":\"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"isPartOf\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\"},\"datePublished\":\"2020-08-18T07:29:17+00:00\",\"dateModified\":\"2020-08-18T07:49:37+00:00\",\"author\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\"},\"breadcrumb\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html#breadcrumb\"},\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"ReadAction\",\"target\":[\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html\"]}]},{\"@type\":\"BreadcrumbList\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html#breadcrumb\",\"itemListElement\":[{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":1,\"name\":\"Home\",\"item\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\"},{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":2,\"name\":\"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189]\"}]},{\"@type\":\"WebSite\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\",\"name\":\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"description\":\"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"SearchAction\",\"target\":{\"@type\":\"EntryPoint\",\"urlTemplate\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}\"},\"query-input\":\"required name=search_term_string\"}],\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\"},{\"@type\":\"Person\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\",\"name\":\"admin\",\"image\":{\"@type\":\"ImageObject\",\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"contentUrl\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"caption\":\"admin\"},\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin\"}]}<\/script>\n<!-- \/ Yoast SEO plugin. -->","yoast_head_json":{"title":"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","robots":{"index":"index","follow":"follow","max-snippet":"max-snippet:-1","max-image-preview":"max-image-preview:large","max-video-preview":"max-video-preview:-1"},"canonical":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html","og_locale":"en_US","og_type":"article","og_title":"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","og_description":"2020\/August Latest Braindump2go Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new Associate-Cloud-Engineer Real Exam","og_url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html","og_site_name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","article_published_time":"2020-08-18T07:29:17+00:00","article_modified_time":"2020-08-18T07:49:37+00:00","author":"admin","twitter_card":"summary_large_image","twitter_misc":{"Written by":"admin","Est. reading time":"12 minutes"},"schema":{"@context":"https:\/\/schema.org","@graph":[{"@type":"WebPage","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html","name":"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189] - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","isPartOf":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website"},"datePublished":"2020-08-18T07:29:17+00:00","dateModified":"2020-08-18T07:49:37+00:00","author":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e"},"breadcrumb":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html#breadcrumb"},"inLanguage":"en-US","potentialAction":[{"@type":"ReadAction","target":["https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html"]}]},{"@type":"BreadcrumbList","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/august-2020associate-cloud-engineer-exam-pdf-and-vce-free-download-in-braindump2goq174-q189.html#breadcrumb","itemListElement":[{"@type":"ListItem","position":1,"name":"Home","item":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/"},{"@type":"ListItem","position":2,"name":"[August-2020]Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam PDF and VCE Free Download in Braindump2go[Q174-Q189]"}]},{"@type":"WebSite","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/","name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","description":"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!","potentialAction":[{"@type":"SearchAction","target":{"@type":"EntryPoint","urlTemplate":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}"},"query-input":"required name=search_term_string"}],"inLanguage":"en-US"},{"@type":"Person","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e","name":"admin","image":{"@type":"ImageObject","inLanguage":"en-US","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/","url":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","contentUrl":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","caption":"admin"},"url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin"}]}},"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3847"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=3847"}],"version-history":[{"count":2,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3847\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":3849,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3847\/revisions\/3849"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=3847"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=3847"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=3847"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
